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Abstract 
This paper proposes that maintaining "mutual knowledge" is a 
central problem of geographically dispersed collaboration and 
traces the consequences of failure to do so. It presents a model 
of these processes which is grounded in study of thirteen geo- 
graphically dispersed teams. Five types of problems constitut- 
ing failures of mutual knowledge are identified: failure to com- 
municate and retain contextual information, unevenly distributed 
information, difficulty communicating and understanding the 
salience of information, differences in speed of access to infor- 
mation, and difficulty interpreting the meaning of silence. The 
frequency of occurrence and severity of each problem in the 
teams are analyzed. Attribution theory, the concept of cognitive 
load, and feedback dynamics are harnessed to explain how dis- 
persed partners are likely to interpret failures of mutual knowl- 
edge and the consequences of these interpretations for the integrity 
of the effort. In particular, it is suggested that unrecognized 
differences in the situations, contexts, and constraints of dis- 
persed collaborators constitute "hidden profiles" that can in- 
crease the likelihood of dispositional rather than situational 
attribution, with consequences for cohesion and learning. Mod- 
erators and accelerators of these dynamics are identified, and 
implications for both dispersed and collocated collaboration are 
discussed. 
(Dispersed Collaboration; Dispersed Teams; Distributed Work; Virtual 
Teams; Mutual Knowledge; Information Exchange; Information Sharing; 
Shared Understanding; Attribution; Proximity; Conmputer-Mediated Conm- 
munication; Systems Dyn1amics; Cognitive Load) 

The organization of group work and the means of com- 
munication to support it are changing. Developments in 
communication and collaborative technologies have 
made it feasible for groups to work together despite 
physical dispersion of members. Organizations have been 
quick to experiment with geographically dispersed work 
teams to take advantage of interorganizational and inter- 
national opportunities and maximize the use of scarce re- 
sources. This is likely to be an increasingly prevalent and 
important form of work in the years ahead (Arthur and 

Rousseau 1996, Boudreau et al. 1998, DeSanctis and 
Poole 1997, Handy 1995, Kemske 1998, O'Hara- 
Devereaux and Johansen 1994, Townsend et al. 1998). 

Geographically dispersed teams are groups of people 
with a common purpose who carry out interdependent 
tasks across locations and time, using technology to com- 
municate much more than they use face-to-face meetings 
(adapted from Lipnack and Stamps 1997, and Maznevski 
and Chudoba 2000). The use of such teams has outpaced 
our understanding of their dynamics, and inexplicable 
problems have been noted. In a field description of dis- 
persed collaboration, Armstrong and Cole (1995, p. 187) 
observe these puzzles: "A decision made in one country 
elicits an unexpected reaction from team members in an- 
other country . . . Conflicts escalate strangely between 
distributed groups, resisting reason. Group members at 
sites separated by even a few kilometers begin to talk in 
the language of 'us and them'." 

This paper utilizes the communications literature on 
"mutual knowledge" to explore challenges of communi- 
cation and collaboration under dispersed and technology- 
mediated conditions. Mutual knowledge is knowledge 
that the communicating parties share in common and 
know they share (Krauss and Fussell 1990). In the work 
of communication theorist Herbert Clark and his associ- 
ates, mutual knowledge is referred to more broadly as 
"common ground," and considered integral to the coor- 
dination of actions (Clark 1996, Clark and Carlson 1982, 
Clark and Marshall 1981). But members of dispersed 
teams do not stand on common ground. Indeed, the usage 
"common ground" suggests how deeply engrained physi- 
cal copresence and shared physical setting may be to es- 
tablishing shared understanding and affiliation. In 1990, 
Krauss and Fussell raised the question of how the use of 
new communications technologies to support cooperative 
work would interact with the problem of establishing mu- 
tual knowledge. This paper takes up that question and 
adds to it two additional ones: "How does geographic 
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COORDINATION NEGLECT: HOW LAY 
THEORIES OF ORGANIZING 
COMPLICATE COORDINATION IN 
ORGANIZATIONS 

Chip Heath and Nancy Staudenmayer 

ABSTRACT 
We argue that organizations often fail to organize effectively because 
individuals have lay theories about organizing that lead to coordination 
neglect, We unpack the notion of coordination neglect and describe 
specific cognitive phenomena that underlie it. To solve the coordination 
problem, organizations must divide a task and then integrate the 
components. Individuals display shortcomings that may create problems 
at both stages. First, lay theories often focus more on division of labor 
than on integration. We discuss evidence that individuals display partition 
focus (i.e. they focus on partitioning the task more than on integration) 
and component focus (i.e. they tend to focus on single components of a 
tightly interrelated set of capabilities, particularly by investing to create 
highly specialized components). Second, when individuals attempt to 
integrate components of a task, they often fail to use a key mechanism for 
integration: ongoing communication. Individuals exhibit inadequate 
communication because the 'curse of knowledge' makes it difficult to take 
the perspective of another and communicate effectively. More importantly, 
because specialists find it especially difficult to communicate with 
specialists in other areas, the general problem of communication will 
often be compounded by insufficient translation. 
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Abstract 
The bulk of our understanding of teams is based on traditional 
teams in which all members are collocated and communicate 
face to face. However, geographically distributed teams, whose 
members are not collocated and must often communicate via 
technology, are growing in prevalence. Studies from the field 
are beginning to suggest that geographically distributed teams 
operate differently and experience different outcomes than tra- 
ditional teams. For example, empirical studies suggest that 
distributed teams experience high levels of conflict. These 
empirical studies offer rich and valuable descriptions of this 
conflict, but they do not systematically identify the mecha- 
nisms by which conflict is engendered in distributed teams. 
In this paper, we develop a theory-based explanation of how 
geographical distribution provokes team-level conflict. We do 
so by considering the two characteristics that distinguish dis- 
tributed teams from traditional ones: Namely, we examine 
how being distant from one's team members and relying on 
technology to mediate communication and collaborative work 
impacts team members. Our analysis identifies antecedents to 
conflict that are unique to distributed teams. We predict that 
conflict of all types (task, affective, and process) will be detri- 
mental to the performance of distributed teams, a result that is 
contrary to much research on traditional teams. We also inves- 
tigate conflict as a dynamic process to determine how teams 
might mitigate these negative impacts over time. 
(Distributed Work; Distributed Teams; Virtual Teams; Conflict) 

In response to a variety of factors that characterize 
the modem economy-including the global expansion 
of the marketplace and the businesses that serve it, the 
rise in mergers and acquisitions, and heightened compet- 
itive pressures to reduce the time to develop products- 
organizations increasingly are assembling teams whose 
members are drawn from sites far and near. Geograph- 
ically distributed teams face a number of unique chal- 
lenges, including being coached from a distance, coping 
with the cost and stress of frequent travel, and dealing 
with repeated delays (Armstrong and Cole 2002). Many 

scholars and practitioners have noted and expressed con- 
cern about one such challenge facing these teams: the 
prevalence and severity of conflict. Justifying their con- 
cern, reports from the field indicate that conflict is dis- 
ruptive to performance in distributed teams. 

Field studies further indicate that geographically dis- 
tributed teams may experience conflict as a result of 
two factors: The distance that separates team members 
and their reliance on technology to communicate and 
work with one another. Distance and technology media- 
tion have gone unexplored in existing models of conflict 
and performance in teams because their authors, for the 
most part, assumed that team members were collocated 
and communicating face to face. As a result, whether 
these two factors spur new antecedents of conflict is not 
known, nor is it clear how conflict in distributed teams 
might be reduced. In this paper, we consider the possi- 
bility that distance and technology mediation give rise 
to conflict in distributed teams. We also examine how 
conflict might manifest itself over time as members of 
distributed teams learn how to work and communicate 
across distances and use technology more effectively. 

Geographically distributed teams, whose members 
reside in different cities, countries, or continents, share 
a number of properties commonly associated with tra- 
ditionally conceived teams. Namely, they are groups 
of individuals that work together interdependently to 
accomplish a task, constitute distinct social entities, and 
jointly manage their team boundaries (Cohen and Bailey 
1997, Hackman 1987). 

Recent studies demonstrate the kinds of problems that 
arise uniquely in the case of distributed teams and that 
render questionable the comprehensiveness of past mod- 
els of group conflict and performance. For example, 
Armstrong and Cole (2002) reported that conflicts in 
geographically distributed teams went unidentified and 
unaddressed longer than conflicts in collocated teams. 
Beyond such empirical evidence, however, there is no 
comprehensive theory-driven prediction and explanation 
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job design
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By intent or default, all jobs have a design that constitutes a context for their incumbents, and that
design is embedded in a larger work context. The purpose of this article is to examine the unintended
and sometimes negative consequences of job designs and their related contexts. Several themes will
emerge in what follows. First, the larger context in which jobs are embedded can either shape or
countervail intended job design effects. Second, many job characteristics have a paradoxical double-
edged quality. For example, the same autonomy that leads some academics to produce creative
scientific breakthroughs enables others to produce crackpot ideas in the name of academic freedom.
Third, the question Job design for what purpose? is important to answer. Thus, job designs that support
high in-role performance might not support creativity or learning or citizenship or ethical behavior or
employee health. Finally, the identity of job incumbents is an important but seldom examined factor in
the consequences of job design.

The Fragility of Meaningfulness

In a comprehensive test of the Job Characteristics Model, Johns, Xie, and Fang (1992) found that
experienced meaningfulness was a particularly robust mediator of the connection between all core job
characteristics and work outcomes, a finding subsequently confirmed in a meta-analysis by Humphrey,
Nahrgang, and Morgeson (2007). Given the potent affective and motivational properties of
meaningfulness, it should play a key role in the design of jobs. However, research has shown that the
contextual cues that stimulate meaningfulness can be rather subtle, and thus overlooked, that other
aspects of job design or job context can damage inherent meaningfulness, and that people can extract
meaningfulness from cues rather far removed from the intended design of the job.

On the surface, soliciting scholarship money for deserving students or detecting cancer would seem
to be inherently meaningful tasks. However, as Grant and Parker (2009) imply, such jobs, as designed,
often inadvertently isolate incumbents from beneficiaries in a way that attenuates empathy and
motivation to help. Thus, in a field experiment, Grant and colleagues (Grant, Campbell, Chen, Cottone,
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a b s t r a c t

The competitive survival of many organizations depends on delivering projects on time and on budget.
These firms face decisions concerning how to scale the size of work teams. Larger teams can usually com-
plete tasks more quickly, but the advantages associated with adding workers are often accompanied by
various disadvantages (such as the increased burden of coordinating efforts). We note several reasons
why managers may focus on process gains when they envision the consequences of making a team larger,
and why they may underestimate or underweight process losses. We document a phenomenon that we
term the team scaling fallacy—as team size increases, people increasingly underestimate the number of
labor hours required to complete projects. Using data from two laboratory experiments, and archival data
from projects executed at a software company, we find persistent evidence of the team scaling fallacy and
explore a reason for its occurrence.

! 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Across a wide range of industries and functions, from construc-
tion to consulting and from healthcare to new product develop-
ment, work is delivered to customers in the form of projects
completed by teams (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009; Ilgen, Hol-
lenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005). Organizations turn to teams for
many reasons, one of which is the increased speed with which pro-
jects can be completed when work is divided among many people.
Organizations also rely increasingly on teams because knowledge
is evolving so rapidly that in many settings, no single person has
the depth of knowledge required to adequately serve customer
needs. Teams also allow for specialization of member roles through
the division of labor and can increase the knowledge resources
available both within a team and through members’ external con-
nections (Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1993; Moreland, Levine, & Wing-
ert, 1996; Reagans & Zuckerman, 2001).

In many project-based organizations that rely on teams, an
important key to competitive success is accurately estimating
and adhering to project budgets and deadlines. For a business
that delivers projects to customers, missing promised budget
and deadline estimates can tarnish a previously good reputation
with patrons, resulting in lost business. Such errors in forecast-
ing may also turn projects that should have generated profits
into money-losing ventures (Heskett, Sasser, & Schlesinger,

1997; Wheelwright & Clark, 1992). Despite the importance of
meeting deadlines and correctly estimating costs, industry statis-
tics suggest that many project-based organizations struggle with
these activities. For example, studies in the construction, health-
care, aerospace, and information technology industries have
found that anywhere from 33% to 88% of projects are delivered
late and over budget (Knight, 2011; Standish, 2009; Watson,
2008).

One possible explanation for these budget and deadline over-
runs is that process challenges arise when people work together,
yet estimators do not properly account for them. Research on
teams has shown that although increasing a team’s size provides
the potential for many benefits (e.g., through increased specializa-
tion and expanded knowledge networks), the team’s actual produc-
tivity may suffer due to process losses (Levine & Moreland, 1998;
Steiner, 1972). Increasing a team’s size can hamper its coordina-
tion, diminish its members’ motivation, and increase conflict
among team members (Hare, 1952; Ingham, Levinger, Graves, &
Peckham, 1974; Moreland et al., 1996). An interesting question is
whether estimators are sufficiently sensitive to these problems.
In this paper, we investigate whether estimators exhibit a bias that
we term the team scaling fallacy—a tendency to increasingly under-
estimate task completion time as team size grows. We confirm the
hypothesis that the team scaling fallacy plagues estimators in both
the laboratory and the field. We also identify and test an important
driver of this phenomenon: the tendency to focus too much on the
process gains associated with increasing team size, relative to the
process losses.
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The influence of teammates' shared mental models on team processes and performance was tested 
using 56 undergraduate dyads who "flew" a series of missions on a personal-computer-based flight- 
combat simulation. The authors both conceptually and empirically distinguished between teammates' 
task- and team-based mental models and indexed their convergence or "sharedness" using individually 
completed paired-comparisons matrices analyzed using a network-based algorithm. The results illustrated 
that both shared-team- and task-based mental models related positively to subsequent team process and 
performance. Furthermore, team processes fully mediated the relationship between mental model 
convergence and team effectiveness. Results are discussed in terms of the role of shared cognitions in 
team effectiveness and the applicability of different interventions designed to achieve such convergence. 

Increased technology has contributed to the complexity of many 
tasks performed in the workplace, making it difficult for employ- 
ees to complete their work independently. In response to the 
technological advances, many organizations have adopted a team 
approach to work. Teams are viewed as being more suitable for 
complex tasks because they allow members to share the workload, 
monitor the work behaviors of  other members, and develop and 
contribute expertise on subtasks. An abundance of research has 
been conducted on the factors that contribute to high team perfor- 
mance (for reviews, see Gist, Locke, & Taylor, 1987; Salas, 
Dickinson, Converse, & Tannenbaum, 1992). One variable that 
has recently received much theoretical attention concerns the in- 
fluence of team members'  mental models on team-related pro- 
cesses and behaviors (Klimoski & Mohammed, 1994; Kraiger & 
Wenzel, 1997; Rentsch, Heffner, & Duffy, 1994; Stout, Salas, & 
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Kraiger, 1996). The present research was designed to empirically 
examine the impact that teammates' mental models have on team 
process and performance in a dynamic and exciting laboratory 
flight simulation. 

A team can be defined as "a distinguishable set of  two or more 
people who interact, dynamically, interdependently, and adap- 
tively toward a common and valued goal/objective/mission, who 
have each been assigned specific roles or functions to perform, and 
who have a limited life-span of membership" (Salas et al., 1992, p. 
4). Research has identified numerous factors that affect teams and 
has offered several models of team functioning (Guzzo & Dickson, 
1996). Although these different models vary in details, they all 
share an input-process-outcome (I-P-O) framework. Inputs to 
such models are conditions that exist prior to a performance 
episode and may include member, team, and organizational char- 
acteristics. Performance episodes are defined as distinguishable 
periods of time over which performance accrues and feedback is 
available. Processes describe how team inputs are transformed into 
outputs, Outcomes are results and by-products of team activity that 
are valued by one or more constituencies. Hackman (1990) iden- 
tified three primary types of outcomes: (a) performance-including 
quality and quantity, (b) team longevity, and (c) members' affec- 
five reactions. Although we recognize the importance of all three 
types, for our purposes we will concentrate on performance 
outcomes. 

Empirical examinations of  I-P-O models have demonstrated 
their utility (e.g., Campion, Medsker, & Higgs, 1993; Gladstein, 
1984; Guzzo & Dickson, 1996). However, the large number of 
factors that influence outcomes has prohibited a comprehensive 
examination of the model. Many variables that have been proposed 
to influence team processes and thereby team performance have 
yet to receive much empirical examination. Included among these 
are members' knowledge and its organizational structure. This 
oversight has occurred despite acknowledgement of  the impor- 
tance of knowledge organization for individual and team perfor- 
mance (Cannon-Bowers & Salas, 1990; Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & 
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While teams accomplish much of the work in modern organizations (Hills, 2007; Kozlowski 

& Bell, 2003; Lawler, Mohrman, & Ledford, 1995), the meaning of team leadership remains 

elusive.  Two factors contribute to this ambiguity.  First, team leadership encompasses a wide 

variety of activities; it can mean everything from deciding to form a team in the first place to 

exhorting members to exert more effort (Burke et al., 2006; Fleishman et al., 1991; Hackman & 

Walton, 1986; Morgeson et al., 2010; Zaccaro, Rittman, & Marks, 2001).  Second, team 

leadership can be enacted by multiple people; indeed, it would be a tall order for any one 

individual to provide all the leadership necessary for a well-functioning team.  Because team 

leadership involves a wide variety of behaviors enacted by multiple people, many scholars and 

practitioners have embraced a functional view of team leadership (McGrath, 1962, p. 5), in 

which team leadership is defined as “to do, or get done, whatever is not being adequately 

handled for group needs” (Ginnett, 1993; Wageman & Hackman 2009).  

Some scholars have attempted to specify the key leadership functions that promote team 

effectiveness.  Specifically, Hackman and Wageman (2005) posited that team effectiveness is a 

joint function of three performance processes: (a) the level of effort group members collectively 
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Abstract 
This paper proposes that maintaining "mutual knowledge" is a 
central problem of geographically dispersed collaboration and 
traces the consequences of failure to do so. It presents a model 
of these processes which is grounded in study of thirteen geo- 
graphically dispersed teams. Five types of problems constitut- 
ing failures of mutual knowledge are identified: failure to com- 
municate and retain contextual information, unevenly distributed 
information, difficulty communicating and understanding the 
salience of information, differences in speed of access to infor- 
mation, and difficulty interpreting the meaning of silence. The 
frequency of occurrence and severity of each problem in the 
teams are analyzed. Attribution theory, the concept of cognitive 
load, and feedback dynamics are harnessed to explain how dis- 
persed partners are likely to interpret failures of mutual knowl- 
edge and the consequences of these interpretations for the integrity 
of the effort. In particular, it is suggested that unrecognized 
differences in the situations, contexts, and constraints of dis- 
persed collaborators constitute "hidden profiles" that can in- 
crease the likelihood of dispositional rather than situational 
attribution, with consequences for cohesion and learning. Mod- 
erators and accelerators of these dynamics are identified, and 
implications for both dispersed and collocated collaboration are 
discussed. 
(Dispersed Collaboration; Dispersed Teams; Distributed Work; Virtual 
Teams; Mutual Knowledge; Information Exchange; Information Sharing; 
Shared Understanding; Attribution; Proximity; Conmputer-Mediated Conm- 
munication; Systems Dyn1amics; Cognitive Load) 

The organization of group work and the means of com- 
munication to support it are changing. Developments in 
communication and collaborative technologies have 
made it feasible for groups to work together despite 
physical dispersion of members. Organizations have been 
quick to experiment with geographically dispersed work 
teams to take advantage of interorganizational and inter- 
national opportunities and maximize the use of scarce re- 
sources. This is likely to be an increasingly prevalent and 
important form of work in the years ahead (Arthur and 

Rousseau 1996, Boudreau et al. 1998, DeSanctis and 
Poole 1997, Handy 1995, Kemske 1998, O'Hara- 
Devereaux and Johansen 1994, Townsend et al. 1998). 

Geographically dispersed teams are groups of people 
with a common purpose who carry out interdependent 
tasks across locations and time, using technology to com- 
municate much more than they use face-to-face meetings 
(adapted from Lipnack and Stamps 1997, and Maznevski 
and Chudoba 2000). The use of such teams has outpaced 
our understanding of their dynamics, and inexplicable 
problems have been noted. In a field description of dis- 
persed collaboration, Armstrong and Cole (1995, p. 187) 
observe these puzzles: "A decision made in one country 
elicits an unexpected reaction from team members in an- 
other country . . . Conflicts escalate strangely between 
distributed groups, resisting reason. Group members at 
sites separated by even a few kilometers begin to talk in 
the language of 'us and them'." 

This paper utilizes the communications literature on 
"mutual knowledge" to explore challenges of communi- 
cation and collaboration under dispersed and technology- 
mediated conditions. Mutual knowledge is knowledge 
that the communicating parties share in common and 
know they share (Krauss and Fussell 1990). In the work 
of communication theorist Herbert Clark and his associ- 
ates, mutual knowledge is referred to more broadly as 
"common ground," and considered integral to the coor- 
dination of actions (Clark 1996, Clark and Carlson 1982, 
Clark and Marshall 1981). But members of dispersed 
teams do not stand on common ground. Indeed, the usage 
"common ground" suggests how deeply engrained physi- 
cal copresence and shared physical setting may be to es- 
tablishing shared understanding and affiliation. In 1990, 
Krauss and Fussell raised the question of how the use of 
new communications technologies to support cooperative 
work would interact with the problem of establishing mu- 
tual knowledge. This paper takes up that question and 
adds to it two additional ones: "How does geographic 
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ABSTRACT 
We argue that organizations often fail to organize effectively because 
individuals have lay theories about organizing that lead to coordination 
neglect, We unpack the notion of coordination neglect and describe 
specific cognitive phenomena that underlie it. To solve the coordination 
problem, organizations must divide a task and then integrate the 
components. Individuals display shortcomings that may create problems 
at both stages. First, lay theories often focus more on division of labor 
than on integration. We discuss evidence that individuals display partition 
focus (i.e. they focus on partitioning the task more than on integration) 
and component focus (i.e. they tend to focus on single components of a 
tightly interrelated set of capabilities, particularly by investing to create 
highly specialized components). Second, when individuals attempt to 
integrate components of a task, they often fail to use a key mechanism for 
integration: ongoing communication. Individuals exhibit inadequate 
communication because the 'curse of knowledge' makes it difficult to take 
the perspective of another and communicate effectively. More importantly, 
because specialists find it especially difficult to communicate with 
specialists in other areas, the general problem of communication will 
often be compounded by insufficient translation. 

Research in Organizational Behaviour, Volume 22, pages 153--191. 
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Out of Sight, Out of Sync: Understanding 
Conflict in Distributed Teams 

Pamela J. Hinds * Diane E. Bailey 
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phinds@stanford.edu * debailey@stanford.edu 

Abstract 
The bulk of our understanding of teams is based on traditional 
teams in which all members are collocated and communicate 
face to face. However, geographically distributed teams, whose 
members are not collocated and must often communicate via 
technology, are growing in prevalence. Studies from the field 
are beginning to suggest that geographically distributed teams 
operate differently and experience different outcomes than tra- 
ditional teams. For example, empirical studies suggest that 
distributed teams experience high levels of conflict. These 
empirical studies offer rich and valuable descriptions of this 
conflict, but they do not systematically identify the mecha- 
nisms by which conflict is engendered in distributed teams. 
In this paper, we develop a theory-based explanation of how 
geographical distribution provokes team-level conflict. We do 
so by considering the two characteristics that distinguish dis- 
tributed teams from traditional ones: Namely, we examine 
how being distant from one's team members and relying on 
technology to mediate communication and collaborative work 
impacts team members. Our analysis identifies antecedents to 
conflict that are unique to distributed teams. We predict that 
conflict of all types (task, affective, and process) will be detri- 
mental to the performance of distributed teams, a result that is 
contrary to much research on traditional teams. We also inves- 
tigate conflict as a dynamic process to determine how teams 
might mitigate these negative impacts over time. 
(Distributed Work; Distributed Teams; Virtual Teams; Conflict) 

In response to a variety of factors that characterize 
the modem economy-including the global expansion 
of the marketplace and the businesses that serve it, the 
rise in mergers and acquisitions, and heightened compet- 
itive pressures to reduce the time to develop products- 
organizations increasingly are assembling teams whose 
members are drawn from sites far and near. Geograph- 
ically distributed teams face a number of unique chal- 
lenges, including being coached from a distance, coping 
with the cost and stress of frequent travel, and dealing 
with repeated delays (Armstrong and Cole 2002). Many 

scholars and practitioners have noted and expressed con- 
cern about one such challenge facing these teams: the 
prevalence and severity of conflict. Justifying their con- 
cern, reports from the field indicate that conflict is dis- 
ruptive to performance in distributed teams. 

Field studies further indicate that geographically dis- 
tributed teams may experience conflict as a result of 
two factors: The distance that separates team members 
and their reliance on technology to communicate and 
work with one another. Distance and technology media- 
tion have gone unexplored in existing models of conflict 
and performance in teams because their authors, for the 
most part, assumed that team members were collocated 
and communicating face to face. As a result, whether 
these two factors spur new antecedents of conflict is not 
known, nor is it clear how conflict in distributed teams 
might be reduced. In this paper, we consider the possi- 
bility that distance and technology mediation give rise 
to conflict in distributed teams. We also examine how 
conflict might manifest itself over time as members of 
distributed teams learn how to work and communicate 
across distances and use technology more effectively. 

Geographically distributed teams, whose members 
reside in different cities, countries, or continents, share 
a number of properties commonly associated with tra- 
ditionally conceived teams. Namely, they are groups 
of individuals that work together interdependently to 
accomplish a task, constitute distinct social entities, and 
jointly manage their team boundaries (Cohen and Bailey 
1997, Hackman 1987). 

Recent studies demonstrate the kinds of problems that 
arise uniquely in the case of distributed teams and that 
render questionable the comprehensiveness of past mod- 
els of group conflict and performance. For example, 
Armstrong and Cole (2002) reported that conflicts in 
geographically distributed teams went unidentified and 
unaddressed longer than conflicts in collocated teams. 
Beyond such empirical evidence, however, there is no 
comprehensive theory-driven prediction and explanation 
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Commentary Some unintended consequences of
job design

GARY JOHNS*

Department of Management, John Molson School of Business, Concordia University, Canada

By intent or default, all jobs have a design that constitutes a context for their incumbents, and that
design is embedded in a larger work context. The purpose of this article is to examine the unintended
and sometimes negative consequences of job designs and their related contexts. Several themes will
emerge in what follows. First, the larger context in which jobs are embedded can either shape or
countervail intended job design effects. Second, many job characteristics have a paradoxical double-
edged quality. For example, the same autonomy that leads some academics to produce creative
scientific breakthroughs enables others to produce crackpot ideas in the name of academic freedom.
Third, the question Job design for what purpose? is important to answer. Thus, job designs that support
high in-role performance might not support creativity or learning or citizenship or ethical behavior or
employee health. Finally, the identity of job incumbents is an important but seldom examined factor in
the consequences of job design.

The Fragility of Meaningfulness

In a comprehensive test of the Job Characteristics Model, Johns, Xie, and Fang (1992) found that
experienced meaningfulness was a particularly robust mediator of the connection between all core job
characteristics and work outcomes, a finding subsequently confirmed in a meta-analysis by Humphrey,
Nahrgang, and Morgeson (2007). Given the potent affective and motivational properties of
meaningfulness, it should play a key role in the design of jobs. However, research has shown that the
contextual cues that stimulate meaningfulness can be rather subtle, and thus overlooked, that other
aspects of job design or job context can damage inherent meaningfulness, and that people can extract
meaningfulness from cues rather far removed from the intended design of the job.

On the surface, soliciting scholarship money for deserving students or detecting cancer would seem
to be inherently meaningful tasks. However, as Grant and Parker (2009) imply, such jobs, as designed,
often inadvertently isolate incumbents from beneficiaries in a way that attenuates empathy and
motivation to help. Thus, in a field experiment, Grant and colleagues (Grant, Campbell, Chen, Cottone,
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a b s t r a c t

The competitive survival of many organizations depends on delivering projects on time and on budget.
These firms face decisions concerning how to scale the size of work teams. Larger teams can usually com-
plete tasks more quickly, but the advantages associated with adding workers are often accompanied by
various disadvantages (such as the increased burden of coordinating efforts). We note several reasons
why managers may focus on process gains when they envision the consequences of making a team larger,
and why they may underestimate or underweight process losses. We document a phenomenon that we
term the team scaling fallacy—as team size increases, people increasingly underestimate the number of
labor hours required to complete projects. Using data from two laboratory experiments, and archival data
from projects executed at a software company, we find persistent evidence of the team scaling fallacy and
explore a reason for its occurrence.

! 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Across a wide range of industries and functions, from construc-
tion to consulting and from healthcare to new product develop-
ment, work is delivered to customers in the form of projects
completed by teams (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009; Ilgen, Hol-
lenbeck, Johnson, & Jundt, 2005). Organizations turn to teams for
many reasons, one of which is the increased speed with which pro-
jects can be completed when work is divided among many people.
Organizations also rely increasingly on teams because knowledge
is evolving so rapidly that in many settings, no single person has
the depth of knowledge required to adequately serve customer
needs. Teams also allow for specialization of member roles through
the division of labor and can increase the knowledge resources
available both within a team and through members’ external con-
nections (Haleblian & Finkelstein, 1993; Moreland, Levine, & Wing-
ert, 1996; Reagans & Zuckerman, 2001).

In many project-based organizations that rely on teams, an
important key to competitive success is accurately estimating
and adhering to project budgets and deadlines. For a business
that delivers projects to customers, missing promised budget
and deadline estimates can tarnish a previously good reputation
with patrons, resulting in lost business. Such errors in forecast-
ing may also turn projects that should have generated profits
into money-losing ventures (Heskett, Sasser, & Schlesinger,

1997; Wheelwright & Clark, 1992). Despite the importance of
meeting deadlines and correctly estimating costs, industry statis-
tics suggest that many project-based organizations struggle with
these activities. For example, studies in the construction, health-
care, aerospace, and information technology industries have
found that anywhere from 33% to 88% of projects are delivered
late and over budget (Knight, 2011; Standish, 2009; Watson,
2008).

One possible explanation for these budget and deadline over-
runs is that process challenges arise when people work together,
yet estimators do not properly account for them. Research on
teams has shown that although increasing a team’s size provides
the potential for many benefits (e.g., through increased specializa-
tion and expanded knowledge networks), the team’s actual produc-
tivity may suffer due to process losses (Levine & Moreland, 1998;
Steiner, 1972). Increasing a team’s size can hamper its coordina-
tion, diminish its members’ motivation, and increase conflict
among team members (Hare, 1952; Ingham, Levinger, Graves, &
Peckham, 1974; Moreland et al., 1996). An interesting question is
whether estimators are sufficiently sensitive to these problems.
In this paper, we investigate whether estimators exhibit a bias that
we term the team scaling fallacy—a tendency to increasingly under-
estimate task completion time as team size grows. We confirm the
hypothesis that the team scaling fallacy plagues estimators in both
the laboratory and the field. We also identify and test an important
driver of this phenomenon: the tendency to focus too much on the
process gains associated with increasing team size, relative to the
process losses.
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The Influence of Shared Mental Models on Team Process and Performance 

John E. Mathieu 
Pennsylvania State University 
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The influence of teammates' shared mental models on team processes and performance was tested 
using 56 undergraduate dyads who "flew" a series of missions on a personal-computer-based flight- 
combat simulation. The authors both conceptually and empirically distinguished between teammates' 
task- and team-based mental models and indexed their convergence or "sharedness" using individually 
completed paired-comparisons matrices analyzed using a network-based algorithm. The results illustrated 
that both shared-team- and task-based mental models related positively to subsequent team process and 
performance. Furthermore, team processes fully mediated the relationship between mental model 
convergence and team effectiveness. Results are discussed in terms of the role of shared cognitions in 
team effectiveness and the applicability of different interventions designed to achieve such convergence. 

Increased technology has contributed to the complexity of many 
tasks performed in the workplace, making it difficult for employ- 
ees to complete their work independently. In response to the 
technological advances, many organizations have adopted a team 
approach to work. Teams are viewed as being more suitable for 
complex tasks because they allow members to share the workload, 
monitor the work behaviors of  other members, and develop and 
contribute expertise on subtasks. An abundance of research has 
been conducted on the factors that contribute to high team perfor- 
mance (for reviews, see Gist, Locke, & Taylor, 1987; Salas, 
Dickinson, Converse, & Tannenbaum, 1992). One variable that 
has recently received much theoretical attention concerns the in- 
fluence of team members'  mental models on team-related pro- 
cesses and behaviors (Klimoski & Mohammed, 1994; Kraiger & 
Wenzel, 1997; Rentsch, Heffner, & Duffy, 1994; Stout, Salas, & 
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Kraiger, 1996). The present research was designed to empirically 
examine the impact that teammates' mental models have on team 
process and performance in a dynamic and exciting laboratory 
flight simulation. 

A team can be defined as "a distinguishable set of  two or more 
people who interact, dynamically, interdependently, and adap- 
tively toward a common and valued goal/objective/mission, who 
have each been assigned specific roles or functions to perform, and 
who have a limited life-span of membership" (Salas et al., 1992, p. 
4). Research has identified numerous factors that affect teams and 
has offered several models of team functioning (Guzzo & Dickson, 
1996). Although these different models vary in details, they all 
share an input-process-outcome (I-P-O) framework. Inputs to 
such models are conditions that exist prior to a performance 
episode and may include member, team, and organizational char- 
acteristics. Performance episodes are defined as distinguishable 
periods of time over which performance accrues and feedback is 
available. Processes describe how team inputs are transformed into 
outputs, Outcomes are results and by-products of team activity that 
are valued by one or more constituencies. Hackman (1990) iden- 
tified three primary types of outcomes: (a) performance-including 
quality and quantity, (b) team longevity, and (c) members' affec- 
five reactions. Although we recognize the importance of all three 
types, for our purposes we will concentrate on performance 
outcomes. 

Empirical examinations of  I-P-O models have demonstrated 
their utility (e.g., Campion, Medsker, & Higgs, 1993; Gladstein, 
1984; Guzzo & Dickson, 1996). However, the large number of 
factors that influence outcomes has prohibited a comprehensive 
examination of the model. Many variables that have been proposed 
to influence team processes and thereby team performance have 
yet to receive much empirical examination. Included among these 
are members' knowledge and its organizational structure. This 
oversight has occurred despite acknowledgement of  the impor- 
tance of knowledge organization for individual and team perfor- 
mance (Cannon-Bowers & Salas, 1990; Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & 
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While teams accomplish much of the work in modern organizations (Hills, 2007; Kozlowski 

& Bell, 2003; Lawler, Mohrman, & Ledford, 1995), the meaning of team leadership remains 

elusive.  Two factors contribute to this ambiguity.  First, team leadership encompasses a wide 

variety of activities; it can mean everything from deciding to form a team in the first place to 

exhorting members to exert more effort (Burke et al., 2006; Fleishman et al., 1991; Hackman & 

Walton, 1986; Morgeson et al., 2010; Zaccaro, Rittman, & Marks, 2001).  Second, team 

leadership can be enacted by multiple people; indeed, it would be a tall order for any one 

individual to provide all the leadership necessary for a well-functioning team.  Because team 

leadership involves a wide variety of behaviors enacted by multiple people, many scholars and 

practitioners have embraced a functional view of team leadership (McGrath, 1962, p. 5), in 

which team leadership is defined as “to do, or get done, whatever is not being adequately 

handled for group needs” (Ginnett, 1993; Wageman & Hackman 2009).  

Some scholars have attempted to specify the key leadership functions that promote team 

effectiveness.  Specifically, Hackman and Wageman (2005) posited that team effectiveness is a 

joint function of three performance processes: (a) the level of effort group members collectively 

failures to achieve our 
collective goals are rarely 
due to insufficient skills 
and increasingly due to 
fraught collaborations.



how might computing augment us 
in achieving our collective goals?



experts in a click
Online platforms connect people 
who want work done with people 
interested in doing the work



experts in a click

AI training data: 
“ghost work” [Gray 
and Suri 2019]



experts in a click

Driving, delivering: 
the gig economy

[Image via Brand Fabrik]



experts in a click
What becomes possible when 
nearly any expertise is available?

programmer, 
writer, designer, 
video editor, 
musician, &etc.



Visions of computation 
and organization



on-demand flash teams

[Retelny et al. 2014]

OnboardingOn-Demand Hiring

Task DetailsTimeline

Web platform that supports authoring, reconfiguring, 
and running on-demand teams of experts

What expertise? 

When? 

What are they doing? 

How do the contributions 
come together?



0h 5h 10h

character design

script storyboard

background design

animation

24h

20h

music voiceover
editing

mix

24h15h

animation cont’d

sound engineer

director
scriptwriter illustrator

animator

on-demand flash teams



creation by request
What if you wanted something that no previous team had 
created?



creation by request
Synthetic team created from compatible blocks from 
previous teams



creation by request
Synthetic team created from compatible blocks from 
previous teams.



Flash organizations: 
rapidly assembled and 
reconfigurable 
organizations composed of 
online collaborators
[Valentine et al. 2017]



computational organizational 
structures
Roles: parametrize 
required expertise 

Teams: groups of 
workers with shared 
goal 

Hierarchy: nested 
roles that determine 
decision rights



ems trauma report

Task timeline

Medical resident, no experience managing  
or building software



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report

Task timeline



ems trauma report





experts in your applications
Word processor



experts in your applications
Camera



Computation is powering 
dramatically new forms of 
organization: experts with a 
click



But.

Would you be happy if your 
own child joined this 
workforce? [Kittur et al. 2012]



Academic work including: 

[Alkhatib et al. 2017]
[Dillahunt 2017] 
[Irani and Silberman 2013] 
[Gray et al. 2016] 
[Hara et al. 2018] 
[Martin et al. 2014] 
[McInnis et al. 2016] 

Stanford CASBS Future of 
Work and Workers Project



sparking the conversation
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ABSTRACT 
Paid crowd work offers remarkable opportunities for 
improving productivity, social mobility, and the global 
economy by engaging a geographically distributed 
workforce to complete complex tasks on demand and at 
scale. But it is also possible that crowd work will fail to 
achieve its potential, focusing on assembly-line piecework. 
Can we foresee a future crowd workplace in which we 
would want our children to participate? This paper frames 
the major challenges that stand in the way of this goal. 
Drawing on theory from organizational behavior and 
distributed computing, as well as direct feedback from 
workers, we outline a framework that will enable crowd 
work that is complex, collaborative, and sustainable. The 
framework lays out research challenges in twelve major 
areas: workflow, task assignment, hierarchy, real-time 
response, synchronous collaboration, quality control, 
crowds guiding AIs, AIs guiding crowds, platforms, job 
design, reputation, and motivation. 

Author Keywords 
Crowdsourcing; crowd work; organization design;  
research vision 

ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5; K.4.3  

INTRODUCTION 
Crowdsourcing rapidly mobilizes large numbers of people 
to accomplish tasks on a global scale. For example, 
volunteer-based collective projects such as Wikipedia owe 
their success and longevity to the ongoing efforts of 
thousands of individual contributors around the world.  

Complementing volunteer-based crowdsourcing, a paying 
crowd work industry is now quickly growing in scope and 
ambition. Crowd work today spans a wide range of skill 
and pay levels, with commercial vendors providing access 

to a range of workers and focused support for various task. 
For example, anyone with access to the Internet can 
perform micro-tasks on the order of seconds using 
platforms such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, while more 
skilled workers can complete multi-hour tasks on 
professional online marketplaces such as oDesk or work for 
months to solve R&D challenges on open innovation 
platforms (e.g. Innocentive). Incentives and work structures 
also vary tremendously, ranging from crowdsourcing 
contests awarding prizes to winners (e.g. programming 
tasks on Topcoder) to micro-labor platforms that pay 
workers per task. 

While not all jobs are amenable to being sent down a wire, 
there are portions of almost any job that can be performed 
by the crowd [63]. We foresee a world in which crowd 
work continues to expand, unlocking an incredible number 
of opportunities for careers and skilled work in online 
marketplaces. However, we also foresee a serious risk that 
crowd work will fall into an intellectual framing focused on 
low-cost results and exploitative labor. With diminished 
visibility and communication channels vis-a-vis traditional 
workplaces, workers may be treated as exchangeable and 
untrustworthy, having low or static skill sets and strong 
motivations to shirk. Workers may become equally cynical, 
having fewer bonds, enforceable contracts, and power than 
with traditional workplaces [130]. Such concerns may grow 
ever sharper unless this trajectory is somehow altered. 

This work originally emerged from the question: “Can we 
foresee a future crowd workplace in which we would want 
our children to participate?” We suggest that this question 
has a number of attractive properties as a banner around 
which to rally research, as well as serving as an anchor to 
ground speculation. It is simple enough to convey 
concisely, involving an evaluative component that 
everyone, with or without children, can make. We 
intentionally keep the “we” ambiguous so that readers with 
different values and cultural contexts may “try on” the 
question, providing a conceptual lens easily refocused, and 
encourage discussion regarding the challenges this question 
poses to deciding what is valuable and pride-worthy work. 
What new services, systems or features are needed for a 
future of crowd work that the reader would be proud to see 

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies 
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, 
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We Are Dynamo: 
socio-technical 
infrastructure for 
collective action 
amongst crowd 
workers 
[Salehi et al. 2015]

worker collective action



worker collective action



Micro-internships 
[Suzuki et al. 2016]

futures of online work

Guild-style 
collective 
accreditation 
[Whiting et al. 2017]



Tools to ensure 
piecework is paid 
minimum wage 
[Whiting, Hugh, Bernstein 
2019]

futures of online work

Portable benefits 
[NDWA, early 
collaboration with 
Alkhatib]



This is simply not enough.



However, I am increasingly 
uncomfortable creating this 
infrastructure unless we 
improve the future for 
workers.



This environment is both 
hurting people and stifling 
innovation.



Code

Policy

Future of Work and Workers



california and the future
California has a reputation for being on the vanguard of the 
future of work 

Care workers 

Justice for Janitors 

AB5 

Noam Scheiber, labor and workplace 
reporter for the New York Times, 
7/13/2017



our needs for the future
Workers need to feel comfortable taking risks to join a 
computationally-mediated future of work. 

We need to create opportunities that are vastly preferred 
to equivalent traditional work, instead of platforms that 
workers turn to when their traditional jobs fall through. 

We must recognize that this is not exciting because it’s 
access to cheap labor: it’s exciting because it affords the 
ability for computation to support collaboration between 
diverse participants through networks.



opportunities
I see incredible opportunities if we can guarantee a positive 
future for work and workers. 

Systems that help us convene the right collaborators 

Systems that help us find the right way to collaborate 

Systems that empower anyone — entrepreneurs, civil society, 
volunteer organizations — the ability to convene a group around 
themselves in minutes. 



If we do nothing, incredible 
opportunities will be offset by a 
replay of the piecework of the past.

If we create innovative policies,  
we will be miles ahead of anywhere 
else on earth.
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